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During tumor resection, doctors use intraoperative biopsies to determine the

tumor margin. However, the pathological procedures of traditional diagnostic

methods, such as imprint cytology and frozen section analysis, are complicated

and time-consuming. As this is not conducive to surgeries, their applications are

limited to a large extent. Therefore, novel fastmicroscopy imaging technologies

with resolutions comparable to those of pathological tissue sections are

necessary. Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), photoacoustic microscopy

(PAM), multiphoton microscopy (MPM), and optical coherence microscopy

(OCM) exhibit the advantages of high spatial resolution, large imaging depth,

avoiding damage to biological tissues, label-free detection, and the availability

of biochemical information of tissues. Additionally, they are superior to

intraoperative biopsies owing to their fast imaging speeds. Therefore, they

possess broad application prospects in tumor resection surgeries and the

diagnosis of other diseases. This study briefly introduces the basic principles,

structural characteristics, advantages and disadvantages, and the existing

research status of SRS, PAM, MPM, and OCM in biomedicine. Furthermore,

we propose a multi-mode hybrid detection technology that can be used for

surgeries. The combination of the proposed technology with deep learning-

based artificial intelligence can form the basis for intraoperative diagnosis in the

future.
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1 Introduction

Owing to the increase in the number of people diagnosed with cancer, the methods of

treating cancer have diversified, among which surgical removal of tumors is an important

method. During tumor resection, doctors often focus on the marginal part of the tumor,

and the complete resection of the tumor is a key factor that affects the prognosis of the

patient and positive outcomes. However, no real-time and effective standard
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intraoperative margin management method has been established

thus far in tumor resection operations.

Common traditional intraoperative diagnostic methods

include imprint cytology and frozen section analysis, which

effectively increase the probability of marginal negative.

However, estimating the distance between the tumor and

surgical margin accurately is difficult using imprint cytology

[14]. The cryosection technique requires the pathologist to

undertake a heavy workload, and the production process is

time-consuming and complex. As these shortcomings

rendered further development of traditional methods

challenging, researchers began to explore novel alternative

methods. At present, stimulated Raman scattering (SRS),

photoacoustic microscopy (PAM), multiphoton microscopy

(MPM), and optical coherence microscopy (OCM) are four

typical methods for microscopy imaging of biological tissues.

Table 1 indicates that the methods exhibit lateral resolution at the

cell or subcellular level with large imaging depth [15–17] while

achieving non-destructive label-free imaging of biological tissues.

In terms of imaging speed, the tissue can be directly scanned and

imaged without processing, which significantly reduces the image

acquisition time. In biological tissue imaging, each of the four

microscopy imaging techniques exhibits its unique

characteristics. SRS has achieved video-level imaging speed

[18] and is molecularly specific, facilitating selective imaging

of different chemical components in tissues. PAM uses

endogenous optical absorption characteristics of the sample

for imaging, which can aid in realizing both tissue structure

imaging and functional imaging [19]. The spectral measurement

and microscopy imaging technologies of MPM can obtain the

microstructure of biological tissues and their spectral

characteristics. OCM uses low-coherence interference

technology to significantly suppress the light scattered from

the focal plane, thereby achieving deep imaging of highly

scattering interstitial materials. In summary, as the four

microscopy imaging technologies are instrumental in

obtaining micropathological information, they can be

considered the emerging technologies in clinical surgery.

This study primarily reviews the four microscopy imaging

technologies, namely SRS, PAM, MPM, and OCM, analyzes their

basic principles, structural features, advantages and

disadvantages, and summarizes their research status in

biomedicine. Furthermore, a novel multi-mode hybrid

detection technique is proposed. With the rapid development

of deep learning-based artificial intelligence (AI) in biomedicine,

the combination of the proposed technology and AI can provide

a new direction for the future development of microscopy

imaging technology in the clinical field.

2 Methods

2.1 Traditional pathological methods

Intraoperative imprint cytology and frozen section analysis

are the two common methods of edge assessment used for

treating cancer. Frozen section analysis involves removing the

fresh cancerous tissue from the patient and completing it through

a series of processes, such as quick freezing, fixation, sectioning,

and staining. In the process of rapid freezing, embedding agents

such as OCT agent, B-ultrasound coupling agent and common

glue are needed. The reagents commonly used in the fixation

process are formaldehyde, ethanol and other fixation solutions.

Among them, the use of embedding agent should be appropriate,

too much or too little will affect the frozen quality of the

specimen, and the fixation time is generally about 2 days.

Frozen sections stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)

can accurately identify the presence or absence of cancer cells

and the type of cancerous tissue, which is crucial for

intraoperative decision-making. However, owing to the

complicated production process of frozen section analysis,

professional specimen-cutting technicians and well-trained

pathologists are required. Moreover, as the process is

expensive and time-consuming, only a few hospitals

incorporate this method. During imprint cytology, the tissue

fluid or blood on the fresh sample is sucked clean using an

absorbent paper, and a small amount of tissue obtained by

pressing the specimen with a slide is then fixed and stained.

As this method can identify only cancer cells and cannot be used

for tissue morphology analysis, it cannot determine the type of

cancer. However, the accuracy of imprint cytology is comparable

to that of frozen sections. Additionally, it is highly suitable for

development in primary hospitals as the method is fast,

economical, and practical.

TABLE 1 Comparison of parameter information for SRS, OR-PAM, AR-PAM, MPM and OCM.

Methods Lateral resolution (μm) Imaging depth (mm) Detection information

SRS 0.13 [1] 0.5 [2] Proteins and lipids [3], keratin [4]

OR-PAM 5 [5] 1.3 [6] Blood vessels and melanin [7]

AR-PAM 45-120 [6] 3 [8] Blood vessels and hemoglobin [9]

MPM 0.5 [10] 1.6–2.1 [11] Collagen fibers, tissues and cellular structures [10]

OCM 1.3 [12] 2.3 [12] High scattering medium [13]
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The daily work of pathology doctors is cumbersome and

extremely error-prone. To improve work efficiency, AI

algorithms based on deep learning are increasingly researched.

In 2016, the DeepCare team conducted an experiment which

allowed senior- and low-level pathologists to diagnose the same

group of breast cancer lymphatic metastasis pathological

sections. The results indicated that all doctors were correct for

30 normal sections. However, the diagnostic sensitivity of doctors

with 10, 20, and 40 years of experience was 57.5, 67.5, and 97.5%,

respectively, for 40 cancerous sections. The intelligent algorithm

model developed by the DeepCare team attained an accuracy of

92.5%. In 2015-2016, ISBI held an international competition [20]

to evaluate whether deep learning algorithms can improve the

accuracy and efficiency of pathological diagnosis of axillary

lymph node metastasis. Experimental results indicate that

without time constraints, the area under the receiver operating

characteristic curve (AUC) of the top five algorithms (0.960) is

comparable to that reported by pathologists (0.966). When the

time constraints are considered, the AUC of the best algorithm

(0.944) is significantly better than that reported by pathologists

(0.810).

These results verify that AI based on deep learning exhibits

significant potential in pathological diagnosis. If AI algorithms

can be combined with other emerging imaging technologies, the

manual and financial resources can be reduced in the traditional

pathological diagnosis process. Additionally, misdiagnosis

caused by the lack of experience of pathologists can be avoided.

2.2 Emerging microscopy imaging
methods

2.2.1 Stimulated Raman scattering
2.2.1.1 Principle of stimulated Raman scattering

Raman spectroscopy is a type of vibration spectroscopy based

on Raman scattering [21]. Spontaneous Raman scattering

microscopy is a microscope application of Raman

spectroscopy. Spontaneous Raman scattering microscopy uses

the difference in Raman characteristic peak signal intensity

distributions of different molecules to perform selective

imaging of specific chemical components of biological tissues

based on the different molecular vibrations corresponding to

different cell components. The extremely weak spontaneous

Raman signal increases the data acquisition time [22], which

significantly limits its application in biomedicine. Coherent anti-

Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) and Stimulated Raman

scattering (SRS) are coherent Raman scattering microscopy

[23]. They enhance the signal through coherent excitation,

considerably reducing data acquisition time. CARS generates

non-resonant four-wave mixing signals [24], which cause a

certain amount of spectrum distortion. Consequently,

obtaining and processing accurate results become challenging.

Unlike spontaneous Raman scattering and CARS microscopies,

SRS microscopy is unaffected by non-resonant backgrounds and

yields a spectrum that is substantially identical to spontaneous

Raman microscopy. Moreover, SRS microscopy can acquire data

at a faster rate [18], enabling real-time imaging of tumor

boundaries during surgical procedures. The sensitivity of SRS

exceeds that of spontaneous Raman microscopy by multiple

orders of magnitude [25]. Therefore, SRS microscopy with

considerably increased sensitivity can reduce the dwell time at

a pixel to a few microseconds, achieving even video-rate

imaging [25].

C.V. Raman proposed the Raman scattering effect in

1928 [26], which primarily refers to the frequency change

after the laser is irradiated on the surface of an object; the

changes in frequency rely on the characteristics of the

scattering material. As the atomic groups of different

substances exhibit different vibration modes, they generate

scattered light of a specific frequency. SRS microscopy based

on the Raman scattering effect is an emerging microscopy

imaging technique, which was accidentally implemented in

experiments by Woodbury and Ng in 1962 [27, 28]. In 2008,

the research group of Harvard University involving Sunney Xie

applied the technique to biological microscopy imaging [29]. SRS

microscopy requires two lasers that satisfy the resonance

conditions, namely pump light (Wp) and Stokes light (Ws), to

excite the tissue sample. As depicted in Figure 1A, resonance

coupling occurs when the frequency difference between the two

beams of light equals the vibration frequency of the molecules in

the sample. The molecules then transition from the ground state

to the excited state, and the Raman signal is stimulated and

amplified [29, 30]. Energy exchange occurs between the light and

molecules during this process. Additionally, pumped photons are

converted into Stokes photons via molecular vibration and

energy level transitions. Thus, stimulated Raman loss (SRL)

and stimulated Raman gain (SRG) occur in high-energy pump

light and low-energy Stokes light, which can be used as a source

of imaging contrast by detecting SRL and SRG, respectively [31].

2.2.1.2 Research status of stimulated Raman scattering

microscopy in biomedicine

As a label-free nonlinear optical microscopy imaging

technique, SRS microscopy has a spatial resolution of up to

350 nm [32]. Additionally, the method is non-invasive, highly

sensitive, and exhibits a fast imaging speed. This technique can

achieve non-invasive high-resolution imaging of living biological

tissues, providing important pathological information for

doctors during intraoperative tumor resection. Studies have

demonstrated that SRS imaging of tissue at different

frequencies can map protein and lipid profiles with high

vibrational contrast [3]. In 2016, Lu et al. [33] observed

features in fresh brain tumor samples undetected by

conventional methods. This improves the distinction between

damaged and healthy tissues. Carbon-hydrogen (CH)

vibrationalstretching is important for SRS microscopy [4].
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Among the various CH stretching modes, the methyl (CH3)

mode contributes to the vibrational signals of proteins and lipids.

The methylene (CH2) mode is dominant in aliphatic lipids and

can be utilized to map protein and lipid density.163 Therefore,

SRS is sensitive to dense keratin [4].

As an emerging biomedical microscopy imaging technology,

SRS has been widely used for rapid microscopy imaging of

various cancer tissue samples, quantification, distribution, and

metabolism of lipids [34–36], and drug delivery [37].

Experimental studies report that SRS microscopy can be

comparable to standard H&E [38, 33].

In 2013, Mittal et al. [4] studied squamous cell carcinoma

(SCC) in human skin using SRS microscopy technology. The

obtained images indicate that keratinocytes with different

morphologies exist in the base membrane and exhibit a

tendency to expand to the dermis. Keratinization is an

important feature of SCC, and SRS is highly sensitive to dense

keratin proteins. Therefore, keratinocytes can be easily localized,

which is convenient for doctors to formulate related treatment

plans. Observing the tumor margin with clarity is extremely

essential during brain tumor surgeries. In 2015, Ji et al. [39] of

Harvard University used SRS microscopy to reveal the

infiltration of gliomas successfully, which provided critical

diagnostic information that was comparable to H&E. In 2017,

Orringer et al. [17] used an in-house designed portable fiber laser

microscope to perform rapid microscopy imaging of untreated

brain tumor samples, pioneering the application of SRS

microscopy in the operating room. The lateral resolution of

SRS microscopy imaging technology is 360 nm and the axial

resolution is 1.8 µm, which verifies that SRS microscopy serves as

a simple and effective alternative to traditional histology. The

portable fiber laser system facilitates the applications of SRS

microscopy imaging technology in other clinical fields. In 2019,

Zhang et al. [40] of Fudan University performed rapid SRS

microscopy on laryngeal squamous cell carcinoma tissue

sections; the images captured were nearly identical to those

FIGURE 1
(A) Schematic of the stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) [30] and (B) SRS and hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) images of frozen sections obtained
from laryngeal squamous cell carcinoma tissues. a: Laryngeal squamous cell carcinoma in situ; b: Invasive squamous cell carcinoma; c: Cytological
atypia; d: Cytologicalatypia accompanied with lymphocytes and architectural neoplasm; e: Cancer nests; and f: A typical keratin pearl. Scale bars:
100 µm (b and e), 30 µm (a, c, d, and f) [40].
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obtained using standard H&E sections in morphology. As

depicted in Figure 1B, cancer nests, cancer cells, and keratin

pearl are clearly visible. Based on this, they constructed a deep

learning model capable of rapidly dividing the tissue samples into

normal and cancerous, which is extremely essential for tumor

resection during surgeries. As the naked eye cannot always

distinguish the boundary between cancerous and normal

tissues, incomplete resection of the diseased tissue and poor

prognosis may occur without the use of special imaging

equipment.

2.2.2 Photoacoustic microscopy
2.2.2.1 Principle of photoacoustic imaging

Photoacoustic imaging based on photoacoustic effects is a

recently emerged non-invasive and non-destructive biomedical

imaging technology; the basic principle can be summarized as

follows. The optical signal generated by the nano-pulse laser is

applied to biological tissues. The absorption of this optical signal

by the biological tissue causes its interior to radiate photo-

induced ultrasonic signals owing to the changes in energy.

After the photo-induced ultrasound signal is received by the

ultrasound transducer, a tissue image with characteristic

information is obtained using the imaging algorithm [41].

Photoacoustic imaging exhibits the characteristics of high

contrast, high resolution of optical imaging, and deep

penetration of ultrasonic imaging. For AR-PAM systems, the

lateral resolution and imaging depth can reach 45–120 µm and

3 mm, respectively [8]. The OR-PAM system has a lateral

resolution and imaging depth of 5 µm [5] and 1.3 mm [6],

respectively. Additionally, it exhibits the unparalleled

advantages of pure optical and acoustic imaging [42].

PAM is an important branch of photoacoustic imaging [43],

which generally adopts the methods of focused ultrasonic

detection and incident light. The resolution of the image is

determined by the smaller values in the ultrasonic and optical

focuses [44]. PAM imaging can be divided into optical-resolution

photoacoustic microscopy (OR-PAM) [5] and acoustic-

resolution photoacoustic microscopy (AR-PAM) [8].

Figure 3A [7] and 2A [45] depict the structural diagrams of

OR-PAM and AR-PAM, respectively. In OR-PAM system, the

pulsed laser beam emitted by the laser source at 532nm is focused

on the optical diffraction limit spot to irradiate the sample for

excitation. A probe is then used to detect time-resolved

photoacoustic signals in the sample [7]. In AR-PAM system, a

tunable pulsed laser system is used to provide the light source,

and the beam is weakly focused into the free space at the focal

point by an optical condenser. The laser energy deposited on the

surface is carefully monitored, and the image is acquired in each

direction [45]. Typically, the OR-PAM system uses a focused or

unfocused ultrasonic detector. The incident light operates in the

focused mode, wherein the focal diameter of the light is less than

tens of micrometers. The lateral resolution of the system is

determined using the diameter of the light focal point, and its

imaging depth is close to an average transmission free path. The

AR-PAM system uses a weakly focused incident light and an

ultrasonic transducer with a high frequency and large numerical

aperture. The resolution of the system is determined by the

ultrasonic transducer, and the imaging depth is greater than an

average transmission free path, rendering it suitable for deep

imaging of biological tissues [46]. Based on the mode of laser

irradiation, AR-PAM can be divided into dark and bright field

illuminations. When the dark field illumination is adopted, a

large imaging depth and high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be

obtained. Moreover, the photoacoustic signal on the sample

surface does not interfere with the internal signal, which

improves the image quality. However, samples receive more

laser energy when the bright field illumination is used.

2.2.2.2 Research status of photoacoustic microscopy in

biomedicine

PAM is widely applied to the exploration of hemoglobin [9],

melanin [45, 47], and lipids, which exhibit strong optical

absorption properties. Furthermore, it is a powerful tool for

studying cells, microvessels [45, 9], the brain [48], eyes [49],

skin [45] and other tissues [50].

In 2005, Wang et al. [8] of the University of Washington

designed and manufactured a reflective PAM imaging system

based on dark field illumination, which was the first PAM

imaging system. The system exhibited a lateral resolution of

45–120 µm and an imaging depth of 3 mm. They used the

system to image the dorsal blood vessels of a dead rat and

obtain a clearer picture of the blood vessel structure, paving

the way for several PAM applications. In 2007, Wang and his

research group [50] used the AR-PAM system to successfully

realize tissue imaging up to 38 mm in chicken breasts using

near-infrared laser pulses with a wavelength of 804 nm. In the

same year, the group completed non-invasive imaging of

changes in blood oxygen saturation of the subcutaneous

microvasculature of living mice under hyperoxic, normoxic,

and hypoxic conditions [51]. Animal experiments have

demonstrated that the AR-PAM system can provide high-

resolution images of microvessels. To demonstrate the clinical

feasibility of the technology, some human experiments have

been conducted. In 2011, Favazza et al. [45] used AR-PAM to

image the microvascular system and a melanocytic nevus in

human skin. The obtained images were used to analyze the

skin microvascular circulation and pigmented lesions, which

indicated the potential of using AR-PAM for pigmented

diseases and microvascular systems. Figure 2B depicts the

vascular system in a small piece of skin on the palm; the

epidermis, cuticle, and epidermis–dermis boundary can be

easily distinguished in the figure. Wang et al. [5] first proposed

an optical resolution PAM imaging system in 2008 with an

imaging depth of 0.7 mm; they achieved a lateral resolution of

5 µm via optical focusing. Owing to the strong optical

absorption properties of hemoglobin, when the system was
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applied to the ears of living mice, the microvascular veins of

the ears and single capillaries were clearly visible. In 2009,

Wang et al. [9] used the OR-PAM system to demonstrate the

quantification of hemoglobin concentration and oxygenation

in a single microvessel below capillaries, which was a

significant breakthrough in microhemodynamics. Their

reports indicate that OR-PAM can be used to perform

functional volume imaging of the vascular system

microcirculation. As the existing OR-PAM is a complex

desktop system that requires more space and lacks

flexibility, it is difficult to extend it to clinical surgery for

real-time observation. Therefore, Zemp and his research team

[52] from the University of Alberta, Canada, developed a new

type of handheld OR-PAM system through technical

improvements in 2011. This probe weighs less than 0.5 kg

with an area of 5 cm × 6 cm. Although no breakthrough exists

in the lateral resolution and imaging degree of this system, the

probe is sufficiently flexible to facilitate imaging of different

body parts with potential clinical applications. Additionally, it

forms the basis for a breakthrough in the research of OR-

PAM. As respiration and heart movement of living animals

produce certain artifacts, previous studies on tumor blood

vessels using OR-PAM were performed in the ears of the

experimental subjects. However, the ear is not an ideal site for

tumor metastasis. Therefore, in 2015, Liang et al. of Shenzhen

Institute of Advanced Technology [8] inoculated 4T1 tumors

in the subcutaneous tissue on the backs of mice to observe the

formation of tumor blood vessels. They used OR-PAM to

perform the dynamic tracking and quantitative analysis of the

tumor vessel density, curvature, and diameter on the 3rd, 5th,

and seventh days of tumor growth, respectively. Figure 3B

depicts the change in the tumor vessel diameter. This was the

FIGURE 2
(A) Schematic of the acoustic-resolution photoacoustic microscopy (AR-PAM) system. (B) (a) A small region of the palm and (b) a cross-
sectional photoacoustic image captured along the dashed line in (c). (c) A maximum amplitude projection photoacoustic image obtained from
(a) [45].
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first study of OR-PAM on tumor blood vessels in the

subcutaneous tissues on the backs of mice, indicating its

broad application prospects in anti-tumor angiogenesis.

2.2.3 Multiphoton microscopy
2.2.3.1 Principle of multiphoton microscopy

In MPM, two-photon excited fluorescence (TPEF) is

collected and second harmonic generation (SHG) light signals

are generated by the interaction between the femtosecond laser

and endogenous substances in biological tissues to complete the

non-destructive and label-free imaging of biological tissues [53,

54]. Hopper-Mayer proposed the TPEF theory in 1931 [55]. In

1990, Denk et al. of Cornell University in the United States first

proposed the TPEF microscopy imaging technology and

developed the first two-photon laser scanning microscope

[56]. The second harmonic microscopy imaging technology

was proposed in the 1980s and was applied to high-resolution

microscopes only in the late 1990s. TPEF is a third-order

nonlinear process, whereas SHG is a second-order nonlinear

optical phenomenon. As depicted in Figure 4Aa, the fluorescent

molecule transitions from the ground state to the excited state

after absorbing two photons simultaneously. Subsequently, a

long-wavelength photon is emitted back to the ground state

after energy relaxation. During the two-photon excitation

process, the frequency of the emitted photons is less than

double the frequency. Moreover, the photons are broad-

spectrum, non-directional, and non-coherent. SHG being a

second-order nonlinear optical phenomenon [57] must satisfy

two prerequisites; 1) the material must exhibit a non-centered

symmetrical structure, and 2) the incident light should be a high-

intensity coherent light. Figure 4Ab illustrates the occurrence of

SHG. An electron in the ground state absorbs two photons with

identical frequencies and attains the virtual energy state.

Subsequently, a photon with a doubled frequency is emitted

from the virtual energy state. In the SHG process, the outgoing

light is directional and coherent. As SHG is associated with the

second-order nonlinear polarizability of a material, it can be used

as a sensitive index for the material properties of tissues.

Typically, a complete MPM system is composed of a laser

light source, detection system, and scanning microscope system.

FIGURE 3
(A) Schematic of the optical-resolution photoacoustic microscopy (OR-PAM) system. (B) Maximum amplitude projection OR-PAM images of
developing 4T1 tumor angiogenesis on (a) day 5, (b) day 7, and (c) day 9 post implantation. (d–f) Depth-encoded maximum amplitude projection
corresponding to (a–c). The superficial and deep vessels are depicted in green and red, respectively [7].
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Two-photon microscopy is a typical application of multiphoton

microscopy; an example is presented to introduce this concept.

The example used a titanium sapphire femtosecond laser to

perform the two-photon experiments. The laser had extremely

high peak power (10.3 PW) [58], and provided sufficient

intensity for two-photon excitation. Furthermore, the light

source used a long-wavelength near-infrared laser, which

resulted in a large penetration depth for 150 µm [59] thick

biological samples. The two-photon microscope used a high-

energy mode-locked pulsed laser, which ensured that the

outgoing laser exhibits lower average energy and minimizes

cell damage. The laser confocal microscope of the LSM

880 system is equipped with 10x, 20x, 40x, and 63x objective

lenses with different magnification capabilities. The focal point of

the objective lens exhibits the highest photon density, and two-

photon excitation occurs only at the focal point of the objective

lens [60]. Therefore, two-photon microscopy imaging does not

require confocal pinholes, which can reduce phototoxicity and

improve SNR and fluorescence detection efficiency.

Inherent fluorophores are abundant in biological tissues.

When external contrast agents are not used, different signals

can be generated when the laser interacts with biological tissues.

For instance, collagen fibers can generate SHG signals, elastic

fibers, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, flavin adenine

dinucleotide, oxidized flavoprotein (Fp), keratin, and tubulin

can produce a TPEF signal [61]. This information provides

details of the tissue structure, cell morphology, and function

of the sample. Furthermore, the information obtained from

multiphoton images and spectral measurements are

complementary and corroborative to each other. Therefore,

MPM technology exhibits significant development prospects

in biomedical research.

2.2.3.2 Research status of multiphoton microscopy in

biomedicine

Owing to its real-time, non-destructive, high-resolution

imaging characteristics, MPM is considered uniquely

advantageous in the study of digestive system tumors, skin

diseases, and brains.

Yan et al. [62] investigated the tissue structure and cell

morphology of Morris mouse hepatocellular carcinoma in situ

and lungmetastasis under theMPM system. They concluded that

MPM can optically diagnose liver cancer and lung metastasis in

real-time. Chen et al. [64] used theMPM system to image normal

and tumoral pancreatic tissues. The comparison of the obtained

multiphoton image with a standard H&E image (Figure 4B)

indicates that the multiphoton image enables a clear observation

of cancer cell nests, collagen fibers, a slime lake, and cancer cells.

Therefore, MPM can serve as an efficient, environment-friendly,

and sustainable alternative to H&E in the future. Liu et al. [65]

observed a series of morphological characteristics of colonic

mucinous adenocarcinoma through MPM and calculated the

changes in the ratio of SHG to TPEF signals in normal and

cancerous tissues. Finally, a fast Fourier transform chart was used

to represent the degree of chaos between normal and cancerous

tissue collagen. The aforementioned studies indicate that both

qualitative and quantitative analyses can be performed using

MPM. Kiss et al. [66] used the MPM technology to evaluate the

skin of Ehlers–Danlos syndrome (EDS) and determined that

although the healthy skin significantly differs from the EDS skin

in terms of collagen fiber structure and content, their elastin

contents are similar. Balu et al. [67] analyzed common skin

diseases, such as vitiligo andmelasma usingMPM. They reported

that the changes in melanin in patients with vitiligo under

different disease states and the severe elastic deformation of

melasma can be efficiently observed using MPM. This implies

that MPM can serve as a guide for the clinical treatment of skin

diseases.

FIGURE 4
(A) Schematic of energy level transitions of (a) two-photon
excited fluorescence (TPEF) and (b) second harmonic generation
(SHG). (B) Comparison of representative multiphoton microscopy
(MPM) and hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) images in pancreatic
colloid carcinoma. Open arrows indicate the nest of cancerous
tissue; pentagrams denote collagen fibers; asterisks represent
mucous lakes; and dashed arrows indicate cancer cells [62, 63].
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2.2.4 Optical coherence microscopy
2.2.4.1 Principle of optical coherence microscopy

With the rapid development of biomedicine and the need for

clinical surgery, understanding the internal microstructures of

biological high-scattering deep tissues is extremely essential.

However, laser confocal scanning and near-field optical

microscopes can only image relatively transparent tissues and

cannot obtain clear images of high-scattering deep tissues. In

1994, Izatt et al. [68] proposed OCM as a new technology

developed by combining confocal microscopy and low-

coherence interference techniques. The OCM system was

designed to achieve microscopy of highly scattering deep

biological tissues [69]; Figure 5A depicts the system [68]. As

indicated in the figure, the system uses a single-mode fiber

Michelson interferometer. The light emitted by the broadband

light source, namely the 30-nm full-width half-maximum

superluminescent diodes, is divided into two beams by a

coupler. The beams are then passed through the reference and

sample arms and reflected from the reference mirror and sample,

respectively. Subsequently, the two reflected lights converge at

the coupler. Interference occurs when the length of the optical

path difference between the two reflected lights is less than the

coherence length of the light source. The interference signal is

received by a detector and output to a demodulator, which is

collected by an analog-to-digital converter to complete the

imaging process.

The lateral resolution of the OCM system is determined by

the lateral resolution of the sample arm confocal microscope

[70], whereas the axial resolution is determined by the

autocorrelation product of the focusing objective lens and

light source field. Confocal microscopy imaging is performed

using point probe point scanning. Therefore, the detector does

not receive stray light from outside the plane of the focal area,

which significantly improves the image resolution. Confocal

microscopy imaging cannot obtain clear images of thick

scattering tissues as it fails to suppress scattered light that is

longitudinally far from the focal region. The ability of an optical

system to suppress scattered light outside the focal region can be

FIGURE 5
(A) Schematic of the optical coherence microscopy (OCM) system [70]. (B) Relative signal power of OCM and confocal microscopy as the
displacement of themirror changes. (NA = 0.4, 20x objective lens) [70] (C) (a–c) Ex vivoOCM images and the corresponding (d–f) simulated confocal
images and (g) histology of fresh human colon specimen at different magnifications. Yellow arrows indicate goblet cells [16].
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expressed using a point spread function. The sharper the point

spread function, the stronger the ability to suppress the scattered

light. Figure 5B depicts the comparison of the point spread

function between the OCM and confocal microscopy systems

[68], with and without a coherent gate. The origin O in the figure

is equivalent to the focal point. The sensitivity of the OCMwith a

coherent gate to the backscattered light decreases exponentially,

whereas the sensitivity of the confocal microscopy to the

backscattered light decreases gradually with respect to the

distance from the focus [72]. Therefore, OCM can suppress

scattered light substantially better than confocal microscopy [71].

2.2.4.2 Relationship between OCM and optical

coherence tomography

In general, OCM can be regarded as a simple transformation

of OCT. Although their imaging principle and structure are

identical, the numerical aperture (NA) of the objective lens is

different. When using a low-NA objective lens, the system

exhibits a longer focal depth and lower lateral resolution,

which serves as the OCT system. When a high-NA objective

lens is used, the system exhibits a shorter focal depth and higher

lateral resolution, serving as the OCM system [72]. In

comparison with the OCT system, the OCM system enables

the expansion of the imaging object from the tissue level to the

cell level [73, 74].

As OCM systems with high-NA objective lenses limit the

range of the focal depth, dynamic focusing technology must be

used [35]; however, this in turn limits the speed of imaging. To

improve the imaging speed, Dubois et al. proposed a full-field

OCT system [75, 76] in 1998, which uses a high-NA objective

lens to achieve higher lateral resolution and a heat source halogen

lamp to improve the vertical resolution. In comparison with the

fiber-type OCM, full-field OCM requires only a detector and

wide-field illumination to perform a single parallel detection and

complete an x–y plane imaging without horizontal scanning.

Although full-field OCM imaging is theoretically faster, the use of

phase shift algorithms and limitations of the detector sensitivity

and light source power indicates that the full-field OCM system

has no advantage in terms of imaging speed. A line-scan OCM

system based on a broadband titanium sapphire laser and a line-

scan charge-coupled device camera can satisfy high spatial

resolution and achieve rapid imaging at the cell level in vivo [77].

2.2.4.3 Research status of optical coherencemicroscopy

in biomedicine

As a imaging technique with high spatial resolution and

imaging depth, OCM can image high scattering media and is

significant for three-dimensional (3D) imaging of biological

tissues [78].

After the introduction of the OCM system in 1994, Izatt et al.

[69] used the OCM system in 1996 for the first time to achieve

cell-level microstructure imaging of high-scattering tissues, up to

several hundred microns, in in vitro gastrointestinal structures.

In 2010, Choi et al. [13] used a refractive index (RI) contrast

imaging method to identify living cancer and normal cells, which

was confirmed using a super-resolution full-field optical

coherence microscope. As cancer cells exhibit higher RI values

than normal cells, this method is suitable for the detection of

precancerous lesions and invasive cancer changes. In 2011, Lee

et al. [79] adopted the Gabor domain OCM system to complete

the volume imaging of the epithelial cells on the skin of a human

finger. The lateral and axial resolutions were 2 μm, and the

imaging speed was 23K A-scans/s. The sensitivity decreased

gradually with the increasing imaging depth, with the highest

sensitivity reaching 96 dB. The imaging depth was up to 1 mm

[24], which proved its potential in 3D imaging. In 2013, Ahsen

et al. [16] used a frequency-scanning optical coherent

microscopic imaging system to perform 3D imaging of the

colon, thyroid, kidney, and other biological tissues. The

measured lateral resolution was between 0.86 and 3.42 µm,

axial resolution was 8.1 µm, and depth was less than 150 µm.

Figure 5C depicts the human fresh colon tissue at different

magnifications, where goblet cells are clearly visible. In 2015,

Min et al. [80] used wide-field OCM to image brain slices of mice.

By comparing OCM images with tissue slice images stained with

Nissl and Luxol fast blue, they determined that the corpus

callosum, caudoputamen, and cerebral peduncle regions

exhibited better fiber bundle contrast. As the light scattering

of myelin fibrous lipids is stronger than the surrounding tissue,

wide-field OCM can be used to analyze the direction of fiber

bundles in the brain, serving as a highly promising tool in

neuroscience research. In 2019, Lichtenegger et al. [81]

proposed a multimodal optical OCM and fluorescence

imaging (FI) system to image intraoperative brain tumor

biopsies, revealing the three-dimensional structure of brain

parenchyma. In the same year, Tankam et al. [82] revealed

changes in keratocytes size and reflectivity based on Gabor-

domain optical coherence microscopy (GD-OCM) to

determine the microstructure of the corneal layer during surgery.

3 Advantages and disadvantages of
various microscopy techniques

Complete resection of tumors is a vital factor affecting the

prognosis of patients with cancer. Ideally, the edge of the tumor

should be entirely within the resected tumor and deeper than the

edge of the operation. However, doctors may leave certain

invisible cancer cells in the body during the actual surgery,

which may lead to a high recurrence rate and poor prognosis

for patients. Therefore, obtaining accurate intraoperative

pathological information using professional tools is extremely

essential for the success of tumor resection, which affects the

formulation of surgical plans. At present, several detection tools

exist for tumor diagnosis with their unique characteristics. They

can be compared in terms of spatial resolution, penetration
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depth, biological tissue information, and the advantages and

disadvantages of the detection tool itself.

SRS is a molecular vibration microscopy imaging technology,

which does not require sample labeling and can avoid problems such

as phototoxicity and photobleaching caused by fluorescent labeling.

Additionally, SRS enhances the Raman signal via the excitation

process, which significantly reduces the data acquisition time and

even ensures video-level imaging speed [18]. Moreover, the intensity

of the SRS signal is directly proportional to the number of chemical

bonds detected in the biological tissue, which can be directly used for

the quantitative analysis, reducing the time required for the

information extraction process. At present, the spatial resolution

of SRS has been limited to approximately 300 nm [6, 42], and the

imaging depth is 0.5 mm [12]. As the detection signal of the SRS is

identical to that of the laser wavelength, its intensity is only one ten-

thousandth of the laser intensity or weaker. Therefore, the detection

of the SRS signal is difficult under the background of a strong laser.

In 2011, Freudiger et al. [83] proposed an imaging method based on

the spectral modulation of a broadband pump beam at high

frequencies (>1MHz). This enables detection of narrowband

Stokes beam with high sensitivity SRS signal. PAM is the

combination of AR-PAM and OR-PAM. OR-PAM has a spatial

resolution of 0.032 µm [84], and the imaging depth is approximately

1.3 mm [6]. Conversely, AR-PAM has a low spatial resolution of

only 15 µm with an extremely deep imaging depth of up to

approximately 3 mm [85, 86], which can provide more

comprehensive information. AR-PAM system using the dark

field illumination exhibits a high SNR when imaging biological

tissues; consequently, image artifacts are not generated. AR-PAM

and OR-PAM use the optical absorption characteristics of biological

tissues as the source of contrast without requiring any staining.

Moreover, they can achieve selective excitation of highly specific

spectral tissues, which facilitates functional imaging and reflects the

characteristics of the tissue structure. However, they require water

for coupling during the imaging process, which inconveniences the

operation. In 2016, Lee et al. [86] employed a self-made needle

sensor to directly contact the coupling gel on the sample to obtain

the PA signal. Thus, the coupling tank that previously hindered

surgical procedures is eliminated, and the transducer contact area

near the surgical field is minimized. MPM is a non-linear optical

microscopy imaging technology with a spatial resolution of

approximately 200 nm. The maximum imaging depth is

approximately 1.6–2.1 mm [1], which can facilitate 3D imaging.

The multi-photon excitation source of MPM is located in the near-

infrared region, which is less cytotoxic and photobleached [89].

Furthermore, asmulti-photon excitation is limited to the focal point,

pinholes are not necessary to collect the scattered light, which

improves both fluorescence detection efficiency and SNR [60].

Moreover, MPM can image the collagen fibers that are used to

evaluate the development of diseases [89], whereas standard

histopathology is not sufficient to observe the subtle changes in

collagen fibers. Nevertheless, MPM exhibits certain disadvantages.

For instance, as the imaging field of view is relatively small, MPM is

weak in scanning large-area tumors. However, in 2020, Chen et al.

[90] used MPM to image breast cancer cells and automatically

spliced them through LSM software to form a large area image.

Furthermore, multiphoton excitation requires expensive

femtosecond lasers, which increases the cost of the system. OCM

is an emerging microscopy imaging technology with a lateral

resolution of approximately 1,300 nm and an imaging depth of

approximately 2.3 mm [16]. The OCM system can effectively

suppress the scattered light outside the focus area and obtain a

clear image of thick scattering tissues. Additionally, a full-field OCM

system with a halogen lamp as the thermal light source can suppress

crosstalk and speckle. Owing to the wide bandwidth of the halogen

lamp, the full-field OCM system can also provide ultra-high vertical

resolution. However, common OCM systems exhibit slower

imaging speeds, and achieving the purpose of real-time imaging

becomes difficult. However, in 2010, Aguirre et al. [91] provided an

excellent option for high-speed OCM imaging using either acousto-

optic (AO) or electro-optic (EO) modulators.

A significant surgical objective for tumor resection is to ensure

that no residual cancer cells remain in the surgical cavity. To this

end, developing a microscopy imaging technology that can aid in

real-time observations of the surgical cavity surface is crucial.

However, the existing single-mode detection method cannot

obtain comprehensive information about the organization.

Therefore, multi-mode hybrid detection technology is the future

development of surgery, which can detect tumor edges more

effectively to better explain the biological tissue information and

achieve improved results. Based on the analysis and comparison of

the aforementioned four types of microscopy imaging technologies,

we propose a novel multi-mode hybrid detection technology,

namely the MPM/AR-PAM hybrid detection technology. In

comparison with other imaging technologies, although AR-PAM

exhibits low spatial resolution, its imaging depth is the largest (up to

approximately 3 mm), which can provide comprehensive structural

information. Additionally, although the imaging depth of MPM is

limited because of the filtering effect [92, 93], its spatial resolution is

close to the limit of optical diffraction; therefore, accurate biological

information on tissues can be obtained. The combination of these

two imaging technologies achieves complementary advantages,

which enables large-scale observation and diagnosis of the tumor

edge, thereby ensuring the complete resection of the tumor.

Photoacoustic (PA) imaging can provide physiological

information such as hemoglobin concentration, angiogenesis, and

structural information [94]. MPM is used in the biomedical field to

image tumor tissues found in the body, such as in the breast [89],

colon [95], and stomach [96]. The wide wavelength tuning range

(350–750 nm) of the PAM laser overlaps the MPM system range.

This enables the acquisition of various functional information for

targeted imaging [94]. Therefore, applying MPM/AR-PAM hybrid

detection technology to the imaging of tumor tissue will further

improve the imaging depth, enrich tissue information, and expand

the clinical applicability. In addition to ensuring complete tumor

resections during surgeries, the proposed multi-mode hybrid
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detection technology can significantly contribute to the investigation

of the development process of tumors. In 2014, Rao et al.

demonstrated for the first time the MPM/AR-PAM hybrid

detection technique [97], providing a platform for future

biological and medical discoveries. In 2019, Liu et al. [98]

reported that the hybrid detection technique is effective for

observing model organisms such as zebrafish, in vivo imaging of

normal mouse ears, and an implanted xenograft tumor in mouse

ears. It is also essential in the evaluation of oncology drugs, tumor

angiogenesis, and medication resistance. Typically, once a single

change occurs in a tumor, the blood vessels surrounding the tumor

also change. As AR-PAM is highly sensitive to blood vessels with a

large imaging depth, its combination with MPM for accurate

localization and detailed observation can provide a better

understanding of the development of tumors. Although both the

detection tools, MPM and AR-PAM, are in the state of clinical

application, the MPM/AR-PAM hybrid detection technology is

expected to be the focus of tissue detection technology research

in the future owing to its unique advantages.

At present, AI based on deep learning is rapidly developing in

biomedicine, particularly in pathological diagnosis. Highly

efficient AI algorithms can surpass even well-trained

pathologists. SRS, PAM, MPM, and OCM are integrated with

AI algorithms and can be applied to cancer diseases such as brain

tumors [99], breast cancer [100], colorectal cancer [95], and oral

cancer [101]. Because each optical imaging modality has

fundamental capabilities and limitations, there are exciting

opportunities to merge techniques into multimodal

approaches. The capabilities of one modality can complement

and overcome the limitations of the other [102]. During the

operation of tumor resection, the multi-mode hybrid detection

technology can be used for rapid and effective extraction of the

tumor boundary image, and the AI algorithm [102] can be

processed to obtain reliable information on the tumor

boundary in time. This provides more information for the

surgeon to make surgically appropriate decisions.

4 Conclusion

This study primarily outlines the four microscopy imaging

technologies, namely SRS, PAM, MPM, and OCM, which are

expected to be used for rapid intraoperative diagnosis in the

future. Their existing research statuses in the biomedical field are

also analyzed. Additionally, a multi-mode hybrid detection

technology is proposed based on the characteristics of the

four microscopy imaging technologies, referred to as the

MPM/AR-PAM hybrid detection technology.

In terms of imaging technology, the spatial resolutions of

SRS, PAM (AR-PAM and OR-PAM), MPM, and OCM are of

the order of micrometers or even sub-micrometers. Among

them, the spatial resolution of MPM can attain the optical

diffraction limit. The imaging depths of SRS, MPM, OCM, and

OR-PAM typically do not exceed the “soft limit” of the

traditional optical imaging depth of 1 mm. Although certain

experiments of MPM, OCM, and OR-PAM have crossed the

limit of 1 mm [6, 12, 11], AR-PAM exhibits an imaging depth of

3 mm [8]. To achieve more accurate tumor boundary

exploration during the surgery, the advantages of MPM and

AR-PAM can be combined to form the MPM/AR-PAM hybrid

detection technology. Herein, AR-PAM scans the tissue to

determine the approximate location of the tumor boundary

[103], and MPM achieves precise positioning of tumor

boundaries to ensure complete resection. In terms of

applications, SRS, PAM (AR-PAM and OR-PAM), MPM,

and OCM have been researched in terms of diseases in

different body parts; several studies report that they can

provide morphological, metabolic, and functional

information at different stages of cancer treatment. For

instance, PAM (AR-PAM and OR-PAM) is widely used in

the detection of hemoglobin, melanin, and lipids with strong

optical absorption characteristics. MPM is commonly used in

the research on digestive system tumors, skin diseases, and

brain tumors. At present, various imaging technologies are

being developed in the direction of multi-mode, multi-

function, and integration of diagnosis and treatment to

satisfy the needs of biomedical applications. Additionally,

various deep learning and AI algorithms are continuously

optimized. However, several problems need to be addressed

for them to be applied in clinical practices. For instance, the

integration of two or more imaging modes should be improved

to realize the miniaturization of equipment without affecting

the system performance. Furthermore, obtaining real-time

images with higher definition using image algorithms must

be explored. Finally, improving the optimizer algorithm and

reducing its running time should be investigated further.

With the development of various microscopy imaging

technologies, deep learning, and AI, their role in the

biomedical field has become prominent. Particularly, the

multi-mode hybrid detection technology combined with AI is

expected to be a novel technology that provides real-time

pathological information for clinical surgeries, which can

revolutionize biological imaging and clinical diagnoses.
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